Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) are currently under development for NASA missions, earth sciences, aeronautics, the military, and commercial applications. The design of an all electric power and propulsion system for small UAVs was the focus of a detailed study. Currently, many of these small vehicles are powered by primary (nonrechargeable) lithium-based batteries. While this type of battery is capable of satisfying some of the mission needs, a secondary (rechargeable) battery power supply system that can provide the same functionality as the current system at the same or lower system mass and volume is desired. A study of commercially available secondary battery cell technologies that could provide the desired performance characteristics was performed. Due to the strict mass limitations and wide operating temperature requirements of small UAVs, the only viable cell chemistries were determined to be lithium-ion liquid electrolyte systems and lithium-ion gel polymer electrolyte systems.
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• Two lithium-ion gel polymer cell designs were selected as candidates and were tested using potential load profiles for UAV applications. Because lithium primary batteries have a higher specific energy and energy density, for the same mass and volume allocation, the secondary batteries resulted in shorter flight times than the primary batteries typically provide. When the batteries were operated at lower ambient temperatures (0 to -20 °C), flight times were even further reduced.
Despite the reduced flight times demonstrated, for certain UAV applications, the secondary batteries operated within the acceptable range of flight times at room temperature and above.
The results of this testing indicate that a secondary battery power supply system can provide some benefits over the primary battery power supply system. A UAV can be operated for hundreds of flights using a secondary battery power supply system that provides the combined benefits of rechargeability and an inherently safer chemistry.
INTRODUCTION
Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) are currently under development for NASA missions, earth sciences, aeronautics, the military, and commercial applications [1] [2] [3] . This paper focuses on the design of an all electric power system for two typical small UAVs, such as the one pictured in Figure 1 that was designed and built at the NASA Small Unmanned Aerial Vehicle Laboratory (SUAVELab) at NASA Langley Research Center.
Currently, many small UAVs are powered by a primary lithium-based battery. While this type of battery is capable of satisfying the basic mission needs, the inability to reuse the battery presents some limitations.
In order for one primary battery to enable multiple flights, a much larger battery would be required. Such a system would be prohibitive in terms of mass and volume.
In order to provide a more convenient and affordable source of energy, a commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) secondary battery power supply system that can provide the same functionality as the current system at the same or lower system mass and volume is desired. A COTS battery is desired because it provides the advantages of being readily available, being lower cost than custom built cells, and being of virtually unlimited supply [4] . Two batteries consisting of secondary lithium-based cells were constructed and tested to determine the feasibility of utilizing this type of power system for this application. Both power supply systems were tested for their ability to meet selected load profiles. A life test was also performed using one cell pack in order to assess its ability to provide the power for the desired number of flights.
BACKGROUND Designing a power system for a UAV that consists of secondary cells presents certain challenges. The power system must be lightweight in order to reduce the induced drag penalty caused by adding mass to an aircraft [5] . This presents a challenge for secondary battery systems that are being considered as replacements of primaries because primary lithiumbased cells have higher specific energy and can therefore enable lower mass electric power systems and longer flight times. Trade-offs are inevitable between the benefits of longer flight times and lower weight systems and the benefits a secondary system provides, such as rechargeability and an inherently safer chemistry.
In this paper, we will discuss batteries for an electric power system for two types of UAVs, a fixed wing aircraft and a vertical takeoff and landing (VTOL) aircraft. Table 1 shows the general specifications for these systems. The fixed-wing UAV design is a bungee-launched system. Electric power is only necessary for the cruise portion of the flight. For this exercise, we will assume a flat base load profile of a given power level and duration during cruising. After cruising, the aircraft glides into its landing.
The VTOL aircraft requires a much higher power draw at take-off and landing; 2.5 times that used for cruising. For the VTOL UAV, we will again assume a flat base load profile of a given power level and duration during cruising. We will also assume a peak pulse of a given duration at the beginning of the flight for take-off and another at the end for landing.
Landing will present a tremendous strain on the power system as the battery must provide a long pulse at peak power at the end of discharge when it is operating at lower voltage. In order to achieve this high pulse, flight time is greatly reduced to ensure that the battery can deliver the power required to land the aircraft. The baseline power system consists of a primary battery that can achieve a given flight time at room temperature. Testing of candidate cells for the application will determine the length of time the aircraft can sustain the desired speeds at various temperatures with an alternate secondary battery power supply system. 
GENERAL DESIGN
Once the requirements of the electric power systems for the UAVs were defined, the capabilities of the battery systems that could satisfy the power requirements were identified. After the minimum specifications were determined, a survey was performed to identify specific battery chemistries that could meet the need.
Lithium-based batteries were identified as the chemistry of choice due to their high specific energy and energy density as compared to other battery chemistries. Additional features of this chemistry are its ability to operate over wide temperature ranges and its high operating voltage. Lithium-based cells operate at a higher voltage than other cell chemistries, so fewer cells are necessary to meet the voltage requirement. Given the high peak power requirement, it was also desirable to choose a lithium-based cell that was capable of cycling at a high rate.
CELL SELECTION
A survey of commercially available (COTS) lithiumbased cells was performed and several promising candidates were identified. Preliminary calculations, based on manufacturer data, revealed those cells that were capable of meeting the load profile and delivering the longest flight times within the mass allocation.
Two designs of lithium-ion liquid electrolyte cells and four designs of lithium-ion gel polymer cells from various lithium-based battery manufacturers were identified as candidates to replace the primary batteries.
Ultimately, two cell designs were selected for the project. These cells will be designated as cell A1 and cell A2. Cell A1 is an 880 milliampere-hour (mAh) lithium-ion gel polymer cell. Cell A2 is a 3180 mAh lithium-ion gel polymer cell. Due to the ability of these cell designs to deliver relatively high rate currents to meet the peak loads, and the small amount of additional capacity required during these relatively short pulses, the same cells are used for both types of load profiles. Two battery systems were configured to meet both applications, one constructed from A1 cells and the other constructed from A2 cells.
Manufacturer specifications for the chosen cells are given in Table 2 . The energy density and specific energy are calculated for a C/2 discharge at 100% DOD at 20 °C using a 3.7 volt (V) average discharge voltage.
EXPERIMENTAL TEST RESULTS
The two lithium-ion gel polymer cell designs that were selected were tested for capacity and performance using the potential load profiles for the UAV applications. All testing was performed in-house at NASA Glenn Research Center in the Electrochemical Cell and Battery Test Facility of the Power and On-Board Propulsion Technology Division.
CAPACITY
Capacity tests were performed on battery cells A1 and A2 to verify manufacturer results and to characterize performance as a function of voltage effects. Characterization tests were performed using a constant current discharge to 3.0 volts. Cells were charged at a C/2 rate to 4.2 volts. The voltage was then held constant and the current was allowed to taper to C/50 amperes. Charges were conducted at the desired operating temperature, except for the -20 °C case. Because the cell chemistry could not support charging at -20 °C the cells were charged at 0 °C. Cells were soaked at test temperature for a minimum of two hours before charging or discharging. At -20 °C and a 2C or higher discharge rate, the cells could not sustain discharge for any significant amount of time, so they delivered virtually no capacity in these cases. It can be determined by observing the capacity delivered at 2C that the final battery system will perform best under the 23 °C (room temperature) and 45 °C temperature regimes.
These COTS cells exhibited reduced capacity at high rates or low temperatures. In both of these cases, the average voltage during discharge is also much lower than at the lower rates and moderate temperatures, as indicated by the very steep slopes. High rate COTS cells that could deliver a high proportion of the baseline C/2 capacity at high rates and still meet the other power system requirements were not identified during a study of commercial technology. In addition, it is difficult for the same cell to operate over such a wide operating temperature range. Lithium-based cells containing specially formulated low temperature electrolytes may garner better performance if it is known that the specific mission will require the UAV to operate at these low temperature extremes [6] [7] [8] . 5 0.8 1.0 1.3 1.5 1.8 2.0 2.3 2.5 2.8 3.0 3.3 
Figure 3: Discharge Curves at 45 °C for Cell A2 at Different Rates
Once initial capacity was determined, cells were then electrically combined in series to represent a scaled down version of the final battery design that meets the mass limitation of the final battery system. Note that this scaling does not account for the mass of wiring or other necessary battery system peripherals. These items add mass and volume and would therefore need to be within the battery system mass and volume allocation when designing the actual system. The actual size and configuration of the test pack are shown in Table 5 .
LOAD PROFILES
Constant power discharges were performed at scaled down discharge power rates that are representative of actual power system operation. For the fixed-wing test cases, the battery was discharged until the battery voltage reached 6 V or the first cell reached 3 V. The equivalent flight times were evaluated by the discharge times. The baseline flight time is defined as the flight time that can be achieved by the existing primary battery system at room temperature. Cell configuration 2 in series 2 in series
Mass of cells (g) 37 131
Volume of cells (mL) 25 77
Operating voltage range (V) 8.4 to 6.0 8.4 to 6.0 The batteries were operated at 100% depth-of-discharge (DOD) during laboratory testing. Operating at 100% DOD results in a slight decrease in flight time with each subsequent flight as battery capacity is reduced, therefore, an actual system would operate at a lower DOD. While this would slightly decrease the flight times that could be achieved during the initial flights, as a trade-off, the UAV will be able to achieve a consistent flight duration over a specified number of flights. Experimental test results for the fixed-wing UAV are shown in Table 6 .
For the VTOL test case, the lower power discharge times (corresponding to power during cruise) were begun at 15 minutes in length and were stepped up incrementally in 5 minute intervals until the battery could no longer deliver the ending peak pulse for the full required duration to an end-of-discharge battery voltage of 6V or 3V on any cell. Cruise times were determined experimentally by the length of the longest low power discharge. Experimental test results for the VTOL UAV are shown in Table 7 .
Because lithium primary batteries have a higher specific energy and energy density, for the same mass and volume allocation, the secondary batteries resulted in shorter flight times than the primary batteries typically provide. For the fixed-wing application, the secondary batteries operated within the acceptable range of flight durations at room temperature and above, however, when these batteries were operated in lower ambient temperatures (0 to -20 °C), flight times were sometimes dramatically reduced. Lithium-ion gel polymer cells typically exhibit poor conductivity at low temperatures. This is a major limitation for this type of battery system when it may be required to operate at low ambient temperatures.
The A1 battery performs longer for the fixed-wing application with only a small mass penalty over the larger cells. The cells should fit easily within the mass allocation for either application.
The A2 battery performs slightly longer for the VTOL application. However, it is not possible to position these particular cells in the volume allocated for the VTOL application due to the dimensions of the space. With some creative positioning, the required number of cells can fit in the space allocated for the fixed wing application. Lithium-ion technology is capable of delivering the required energy within the volume allocation for both applications. The volume limitations noted for the VTOL case were due to the restrictions of a fixed cell size.
Longer flight times could be achieved if more of the craft mass was allocated for the power system. However, this would affect the lift-to-drag ratio (L/D ratio) and might impact other areas of aircraft performance.
During the testing, it was observed that cell temperatures increased 4 to 5 °C during discharge periods. Since lithium-ion gel polymer cells emit heat during high rate discharges, the thermal interactions of a large quantity of cells configured into a battery may help to increase performance by simulating a warmer ambient temperature. The effect of stack size plays a significant role in the thermal behavior of this type of cell [9] . 
LIFE TEST
A life test was performed on an A1 battery at 23 °C to determine the number of flights possible from the system. As seen in Table 8 , the battery far exceeded cycle life requirements. At room temperature, it provided over 50% more "flights" than required to 90% of the capacity delivered on the first flight. Because the battery was operated at 100% DOD, flight time was reduced by 11% between the first and the 150th flights.
DISCUSSION
The experimental battery power supply systems studied here were able to provide the desired flight durations at room temperature and above for the fixed wing application. Although the battery consisting of A2 cells met the baseline flight time for this application, it provided 18% shorter flight times at room temperature than the battery consisting of A1 cells.
For the VTOL application, neither of the batteries was able to meet the baseline flight time. For this case, however, when the room temperature flight times provided by the two cell designs are compared, the battery consisting of A2 cells outperforms the battery consisting of the A1 cells.
With proper storage, lithium-ion gel polymer cells exhibit very little, if any, irreversible capacity loss. Cells should perform at or near the full remaining capacity if stored under proper conditions over two year periods and longer.
The testing discussed in this paper provides a preliminary indication of the capability of lithium-ion gel polymer cells to meet the desired load profiles and does not necessarily represent the best possible battery level performance. Before its implementation and deployment in a UAV testbed, a full-scale battery must be fabricated and tested so that possible cell interactions can be observed. In a full-scale battery, well matched cells (either based on capacity or self-discharge rate) tend to perform better than cells that are unmatched because capacity constraints can be introduced by a weak or out-of-family cell [10] . For these experiments, cells were not matched before testing. Thermal interactions can also affect battery-level performance and therefore should be characterized.
There are several options to increase the performance of a secondary battery power supply system for a UAV. Longer flight times can be obtained by incrementally adding capacity, however, this would add mass and volume.
Custom-designed cells using existing technology could extend the performance and provide some level of assurance of consistency in the product's performance. They could also offer more flexible packaging options in order to maximize the energy that can be provided in the available volume.
While COTS cells have their advantages, they also have several disadvantages [11] . First, they cannot be customized for specific missions that may require high current rates or higher or lower temperature operation. Second, the consumer does not have the ability to ensure manufacturing consistency so that cell performance is the same every time. Third, COTS cells may not be suited for a UAV application that requires the battery to conform into unusual configurations that may be impossible to achieve with predetermined cell packaging.
In all cases discussed in this paper, battery performance is greatly decreased at and below 0 °C. Several options also exist to increase low temperature performance. These include the selection of a cell design that is specially formulated to perform at high rates over a wide range of temperatures, utilizing a cell design with an electrolyte that operates over a wider temperature range, such as a lithium-based liquid electrolyte system, and discharging battery to a lower voltage at low temperatures if the minimum voltage for the load profile has not been reached.
CONCLUSIONS
A lithium-ion gel polymer battery power supply system can operate a UAV for over 150 flights. A lithium-based secondary battery system provides the combined benefits of rechargeability and an inherently safer chemistry over a primary battery system. As secondary lithium-based battery systems evolve further, leak-proof, conformable true polymer batteries may be a reality, which will increase the margin of safety even further and provide flexibility in positioning the battery on crafts where volume is a major constraint.
